Abstract. We report experimental results for electron scattering from formic acid (HCOOH). A set of differential cross-sections is provided for elastic scattering at incident electron energies from 1.8 to 50 eV. Integral and momentum transfer cross-sections have also been derived from these results. Our results are compared, where possible, with recent theoretical calculations.
population ratio between the trans and the cis conformers indicates a clear predominance of the trans form at room temperature (∼1000 times more abundant). Formic acid is also highly polar (1.41 Debye) and has a large dipole polarizability (∼22.5 au). It thus poses considerable challenges for both experiment and quantum scattering theory.
In this paper, we present the first absolute differential elastic electron scattering crosssections for formic acid.Angular differential cross-sections (DCS) are presented for eight incident electron energies between 1.8 and 50 eV. Our data are compared, where possible, with recent computations.
Experimental apparatus
Elastic electron scattering from formic acid has been studied using a crossed electron-target beam apparatus [12] . The formic acid, which has a purity greater than 98% (Sigma-Aldrich Australia; 27001), has been further purified by a number of freeze-pump-thaw cycles. It is admitted to the scattering system at a relatively low driving pressure via a temperature-controlled needle valve and gas-handling system. The needle valve and gas lines are set to a temperature of 70
• C and the beam-forming capillary tube, through which the gas enters the collision region, is held at 130
• C, at which temperature the beam is predominantly (∼98%) composed of formic acid monomers. The low-energy electron beam is obtained from a conventional electron monochromator with reasonable energy resolution (FWHM around 60 meV) and scattered electrons are energy analysed before being detected by a channel electron multiplier.
The absolute value of the incident energy was determined through calibration against the positions of well-known resonances observed in electron-atom/molecule collision processes. For higher incident energies, we measured the position of the 1s 2s 2 2 S negative ion resonance feature for electron scattering from helium at 19.365 eV [13] . At lower energies, we used the 2 g shape resonance features in N − 2 at around 2 eV [14] . Absolute cross-sections are determined using the relative flow technique [15] . This technique involves the measurements of relative electron scattering intensities for the gas under study (HCOOH) and for a so-called standard gas, in our case helium, for which there is an accurate set of DCS. The He cross-section established by Nesbet [16] is used as the absolute calibration for energies below 20 eV, and the tabulated cross-sections of Boesten and Tanaka [17] for higher energies. The driving pressures for both gases are determined in such a way that the collisional mean-free-path for both gases is the same in the region of the capillary. We could find no values of the hard sphere diameter for formic acid in the literature, so we have used molecular bond lengths to estimate its hard sphere diameter, from which the mean-free-path is calculated. Typical driving pressures used were 0.3 torr (HCOOH) and 0.9 torr (He). The spectrometer can operate in two different data collection modes. In one, the angular dependence of the scattering signal is measured at fixed impact energy and energy loss, which leads to the measurement of angular DCS. In the other, we measure the energy dependence of the DCS at fixed energy loss and scattering angle. Details of these techniques are given in a previous paper [12] . The absolute uncertainties on the measured cross-sections vary between 7 and 25% but are typically less than 12%.
Result and discussion

Elastic DCS
Absolute DCS for elastic electron scattering from HCOOH are presented in table 1, and shown graphically in figures 2 and 3.
In figure 2 , we compare the angular dependence of all of the DCS measurements. We see that the DCS does not change much in shape for energies between 10 and 50 eV, with a minimum at about 90
• . However, the overall absolute magnitude of the DCS increases significantly with decreasing energy.At lower energies (1.8 eV), the DCS is essentially isotropic beyond a scattering angle of ∼60
• . In figure 3 , we make a comparison, at a number of selected energies (1. Lucchese [18] and Trevisan et al [19] , which have been carried out in both cases for the trans conformer. Trevisan et al performed fixed-nuclei calculations at equilibrium geometry using the complex Kohn variational method. The equilibrium nuclear positions were optimized at the self-consistent field (SCF) level. They determined the low order partial-wave components of the T-matrix variationally. Due to the polar nature of formic acid, they included the high order partial wave components of the T-matrix via a Born correction. Gianturco and Lucchese use a density functional approach within the fixed-nuclei approximation and include short-range correlation through the addition of a local, energy-independent potential. This potential is then corrected to agree with the long-range polarization effects. In general, the overall level of agreement between theory and experiment is quite good. At 1.8 eV (see figure 3(a) ), the only direct comparison is with the calculation of Trevisan et al [19] , which is about a factor of two higher than the experiment. However, in this region the cross-section magnitude is extremely sensitive to energy, as it is the region of the π * resonance, and fixed nuclei calculations often lead to resonant cross-sections which are larger than experiment. Gianturco and Lucchese find the π * resonance at an energy of 3.7 eV. At 5, 10 and 15 eV (see figures 3(b)-(d)), both theories follow the experimental data closely, especially at forward angles. At backward angles, the agreement with the computed values from Trevisan et al [19] is better. The calculation of Gianturco and Lucchese is lower than experiment at backward angles, and this difference becomes gradually larger as the energy increases (see figures 3(e) and (f)), while at forward angles the agreement is still good. According to Gianturco and Lucchese, this difference in the cross-section magnitude is probably due to their model treatment of the correlation-polarization forces. 
ICS and MTCS
The DCS have been extrapolated to both forward and backward angles in order to calculate the ICS and the elastic MTCS for each of the eight incident energies. For a strongly polar molecule such as formic acid, the extrapolation to forward angles is a highly uncertain process. As the agreement between the present DCS measurements and the theoretical calculations is quite good, we have used the theoretical values of Gianturco and Lucchese as a guide for the extrapolation process. The integral and momentum transfer cross-section values are given in table 1 at the foot of each column. The uncertainty of these values, mainly due to the extrapolation, could be as large as 30%.
In figure 4 , we make a comparison between the values derived from the present DCS measurement and the computed values from Gianturco and Lucchese [18] and from Trevisan et al [19] for the monomer (trans conformer). The discrepancies between theory and experiment which were seen at the DCS level are reflected here. Indeed, in the region of the π * resonance, the MTCS is more than 3 times smaller than the calculated values of Trevisan et al.At higher energies, the experimental cross-section is appreciably higher than the computed values of Gianturco and Lucchese for both the ICS and MTCS, due largely to the discrepancies in the DCS at backward angles.
In figure 4 (a), we also compare our present result with the total scattering cross-section measured by Kimura et al [7] and there is a broad overlap, within the experimental error bars. This comparison would appear to indicate that inelastic scattering (vibrational, electronic, dissociation and ionization) is apparently quite small or negligent. This is unlikely, and further studies of inelastic scattering should be able to shed further light on this issue. 
Role of dimers
At room temperature, and for a driving pressure of 0.3 torr, the formic acid beam is estimated to contain around 20% of dimers. By operating the apparatus (gas lines and the beam-forming capillary tube) at room temperature, the influence of dimers on the DCS magnitude can be shown.
In figure 5 , we compare the values of DCS measurements for an incident energy of 15 eV for both room and high-temperature operation. At room temperature, DCS is similar at forward angles to the high-temperature (monomer) measurement, but somewhat higher at backward angles. Using the calculations of Gianturco and Lucchese as a guide, they indicate a similar DCS magnitude for the dimer at forward scattering angles, but a much larger dimer cross-section beyond about 60
• . Thus the trend in the experimental cross-section as a function of temperature is largely consistent with theory. In principle, we could estimate the absolute DCS for the dimer from these data but in practice it would be highly uncertain. Indeed, although the gas lines and capillary were operated at room temperature, the experiment was performed with the needle valve still at ∼70
• C, to enable stable flow. As a result, it is difficult to estimate the absolute DCS, as measured flow rates for the dimer could not be used. Future plans involve measurements with the whole system at room temperature which may enable a more accurate estimate of the flow rates for a mixed dimer/monomer beam.
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Conclusion
The present paper provides the first set of absolute DCS for elastic electron scattering from formic acid. Data at energies between 1.8 and 50 eV are in reasonably good agreement with the recent theoretical calculations of Trevisan et al and Gianturco and Lucchese. Measurements of vibrational excitation, and the role of resonant scattering, are presently under way.
